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QUESTION 1

In the Fault Reports database, a fault report is in the Possible Problem (possibly actionable) category of the View By
Disposition view. What is the description of this category? 

A. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to match their crash stacks against previouslyreported
crashes. 

B. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to investigate the problem, but are not likely to result in
action that the administrator should take. 

C. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information toinvestigate the problem, however IBM recommends to
collect new data for further investigation. 

D. The fault reports in this category do not contain sufficient information to investigate the problem. However, IBM is
constantly improving its data collectiontechniques, and fault reports on similar crashes in the future will be likely to
contain more necessary information. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Jason has installed the IBM HTTP Server (IHS) on the same computer as the IBM Domino HTTP server. To manage
the server keydatabase, what does Jason use? 

A. the ikeyman utility 

B. the Domino CA server process 

C. the Server Certificate Administration application 

D. the IBM WebSphere Application Server Integrated Solutions Console 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Sam added the required parameter to the necessary configuration files for enabling Quality of Service (QoS) on the IBM
Domino server. When Sam restarted Domino the ServerConsole did not display any QoS status/event messages or
indications that it is running. What must Sam do in order to ensure QoS is running and view the configuration and
events for the current logged run? 

A. Start the Domino server as a service and usethe remote server console to view the QoS configuration and event
messages. 

B. Start the Domino server as either service or application and view the QoS configuration and event messages from
the notes.log file. 

C. Start the Domino server under the Java controller and use the qosctnrlr.out file to view the QoS configuration and
event messages. 
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D. Start the Domino server as an application and use the tell qos resume command at the Domino server console to
resume QoS and view its configuration and event messages. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Company policy forbids return receipts for incoming mail. How can Sally prevent return receipts from being returned for
incoming mail? 

A. Sally can use a mail settingspolicy document. 

B. Sally can enable the option to prevent return receipts in the Server Configuration document. 

C. Sally would have to add the correct parameter to the client\\'s notes.ini to prevent return receipts. 

D. Sally would create a desktop settingspolicy to set the preference in the local client preferences. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Abigail notices that none of the widget catalog managers are able to approve OpenSocial widgets. What is the solution
to this problem? 

A. The [RatingAuthor] role lacks a database manager assigned to it. 

B. The [Admins] role in the widget catalog needs the administration server assigned to it. 

C. The WidgetCatalogAdmins and CredentialStoreAdmins groups have not been created yet. 

D. The [Admins] role needs the same manager(s) to be assigned in both the widget catalog and credential store
applications. 

Correct Answer: D 
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